Probabilistic Safety Analysis (PSA) Results for Safety Analysis
Testing in Simulators
GSE develops an approach to use PSA results in Safety
Analysis Scenario testing and studies.
GSE, working with the Ringhals Power Station, developed
an approach to perform safety analysis method testing
for Vattenfall / Ringhals AB plant utilizing PSA results in
the form of Minimum Cut Sets (MCS). The MCS results
can be translated into Malfunctions used in simulators
and scenarios, predicted by the PSA codes, which could
then be tested using the Best Estimate codes to verify
the physical consequences instead of relying only on
“engineering judgment”.
The scenarios were tested and consequences studied
in the full-scope simulators of units R1 and R3. GSE
previously designed the reactor models for R1 and
updated the models for R2, including RELAP5-HD™ and
PSA-HD™ installations.
The fidelity of GSE’s simulation models is optimized to
meet the real time simulation requirements; however, in
a number of cases this fidelity might be equivalent to or
higher than that of the models used in the actual safety
analysis applications. In such cases, these Best Estimate
real-time simulation models can be easily switched to the
a finer nodalization and time steps to match the safety
analysis requirements.
Utilizing high-fidelity simulation models in this new
safety analysis method would effectively and reliably
verify the PSA and simulators as well as identify possible
combinations of failures in the actual nuclear facilities
and eliminate these possibilities before the accidents,
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events or more severe transients could happen, thereby
alleviating the potential for huge financial losses or loss
of the plant in the worst case scenario. The method can
also help to identify important modifications needed
during plant maintenance.
Based on the test cases a number of conclusions can be
drawn concerning the usage of the MCS2SIM method.
The most important one is that it is possible to translate
most of the MCS from a PRA into Malfunctions that
are used in the simulators which makes it possible to
simulate equivalent scenarios. The simulations of the
failure scenarios, defined by the MCS lists, are providing
valuable information about the physics of the failure
mechanisms and the severity of the consequences. By
studying the results it is possible to identify weaknesses
and errors both in the PRA models and in the simulators
as was illustrated by the test cases.

“

I think that implementing our PSA
results in the simulator in this way can
give us important insights that we can
use to make the PSA-models more
realistic and useful in the future.
Cilla Andersson
Engineer Safety Analysis
Ringhals AB, RTAS
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About GSE Systems
GSE Systems, Inc. is a world leader in real-time high-fidelity simulation, providing a wide range of simulation,
training and engineering solutions to the power and process industries. Its comprehensive and modular solutions
help customers achieve performance excellence in design, training and operations. GSE’s products and services are
tailored to meet specific client requirements such as scope, budget and timeline. The Company has over four decades
of experience, more than 1,100 installations, and hundreds of customers in over 50 countries spanning the globe.
Information about GSE Systems is available at www.gses.com.
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